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No one chooses to have breast cancer, but you can choose how to face it.We’ll take you for a

walk in a garden to help you understand the basics of breast cancer—the things everyone

assumes you know—so you can take the first steps. From the causes of breast cancer to the

types of tumors and treatments, we’ll provide you the knowledge you need to feel prepared for

the journey ahead and take charge of your healthcare.Whether you are a patient or a loved

one, this book will help you grasp the basics of breast cancer.Inside you’ll learn:How breast

cancer is like a dandelionTypes of tumors and how they behaveHow breast cancer grows into a

problemTypes of treatmentsIncluded are:Definitions and pronunciations of key termsTake-

home pointsQuestions to ask your doctorTake the first step to finding your confidence, and get

your copy by clicking the BUY NOW button at the top. (Hurry before the price changes!)



What’s InsideAbout Dr. Joe ExplainsMeet Our Team1. Getting Started: How breast cancer is

like a dandelion.2. Tumors Types: The dandelion, tulip bulb, and wildflower.3. causes of breast

cancer: Cancer can happen to anyone.4. Know Your Options: Treating the garden.5. What’s

Next? Facing the journey ahead.6. Get Prepared: Summary & questions to ask your doctor.7.

Take the Next StepResources: Our favorite for breast cancer.About Our Medical ExpertsMore

about Dr. Joe ExplainsCopyright

About Dr. Joe ExplainsUnderstanding is power, and clarity is confidence.Board-Certified

Oncologist and Hematologist Dr. Joe Hofmeister knows there is more to caring for a patient

than just giving recommendations and prescribing treatment. He developed simple, useful

analogies to help his patients overcome their fear of the unknown and provide a simplified

explanation of their medical condition. When he saw how helpful these analogies were, Dr. Joe

put together, what we call, Dr. Joe Explains.We are a team of medical and non-medical

contributors—experts, nurses, patient advocates, writers, and designers—who work together

to develop resources for patients and their families, friends, and caregivers.Dr. Joe Explains is

devoted to creating materials that guide patients and loved ones through life-changing

diagnoses. We provide essential knowledge, paired with compassion and support, which gives

patients the basis to make decisions with confidence.Dr. Joe Explains offers a full-length book

and quick-read booklets that provide patients and their loved ones with basic explanations of

medical processes using easy-to-understand language and impactful visuals. They include

definitions and pronunciations of terms, take home points, and questions to ask the doctor.Visit

to see the growing list of topics, conditions, and procedures that Dr. Joe and his team address.

Meet Our TeamAuthor: Dr. Joe HofmeisterMedical Writer & Editor: Dr. Erin MacraeEditor-in-

Chief: Abigail HofmeisterContributing Writers: Caitlin Saia, Karen SchollLiterary Editor: Chad

RutanCreative Director: Kiersten TurosDesigner: Andrew MescherPhotography: All of the

incredible photographers of unsplash.comMeet more of the Dr. Joe Explains team !Section

1Getting Started How breast cancer is like a dandelion.Hearing the word “cancer” causes a

flood of emotions. Whether that word is referring to you, a loved one, or a friend-of-a-friend,

sometimes it’s hard to focus on anything else said.Breast cancer is anything but simple. A

diagnosis can cause a lot of anxiety and fear. But on top of these emotions, cancer brings a

whole new language—the language of medicine. In the beginning, sometimes the hardest part

is trying to learn and understand this new language.

Breast Cancer: How to face this journey with understanding and confidence. (Dr. Joe Explains

Breast Cancer Book 1), Breast Cancer: Explanations and expectations for a breast biopsy. (Dr.

Joe Explains Breast Cancer Book 2), Breast Cancer: How to make sense of your diagnosis.

(Dr. Joe Explains Breast Cancer Book 3), Breast Cancer: How your treatment plan is

determined. (Dr. Joe Explains Breast Cancer Book 4), Breast Cancer: What to expect once

treatment is behind you. (Dr. Joe Explains Breast Cancer Book 5)

Ann Lamantia, “Knowledge is power in any cancer diagnosis. When you are sitting in an
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Oncologists office and they say, You have Cancer. The they start to go on to explain all about

the details. Your mind has taken off when you heard the word Cancer and it is difficult for you

and loved ones that are with you to fully grasp everything from that point on. So many

questions and concerns. Dr Joe breaks the Breast Cancer diagnosis down and at your leisure

you can read his series and grasp a better idea of what you are facing,. I am an Oncology

Nurse and I have recommended Dr Joe's books to my new Breast Cancer patients. It gives

them a start and some reassurance to be able to read and digest things at home. Their Doctor

and the Nurses talk to them and answer their questions but with the situation so real and

overwhelming I feel the way Dr Joe has written his books it gives them a sense of

understanding that they can continue to reference at any time. These books have helped so

many already and I feel will continue to do so.”

carol Chauvin, “Making the journey easier. This book was simple, quick to the point and very

educating. I am always impressed with the products Dr.Joe and crew create. This book in

particular gives excellent analogies and is very well designed. You can tell the designers made

thoughtful decisions when choosing their images and analogies. Will recommend to my friends

and family!!”

Ann Malik, “Concise helpful information on options for breast cancer testing.. I liked this booklet

very much. It gives all the information needed when facing possibility of breast cancer

diagnosis. Even has questions to ask your doctor.”

LF, “Excellent source of information for newly diagnosed breast cancer patients. I love

analogies for helping make the complex understandable. Kudos to Dr. Joe for creating a brief

but thorough and easy to understand book for those diagnosed with breast cancer. I especially

like the printable Take Home Notes and Questions to Ask My Doctor.”

Brian Z, “Excellent work.. Great writing.  Simple to understand.”

CZeller, “A "must have" for all fighting breast cancer. The "Dr. Joe Explains" series of booklets

have been a staple in my many years of educating patients with cancer. They are easy to

read and understand, using layman's terms (one of the most common frustrations I hear from

patients is that their providers do not take the time to explain). I have always told my patients

that this resource is not a replacement for their physician's guidance, but is indeed a valuable

reference "go-to" supplement when they are worrying about what certain concepts mean, the

"what ifs", that usually come to them as they are trying to go to sleep at night or when their

provider is not available after hours. I encourage them to pull out their "Dr. Joe" books, make

notes and contact their providers for further clarity is needed. My patients have referred to

these materials as a "Godsend". I highly recommend!!”

amy tuten darrah, “A must-have for women with breast cancer, their friends and family.. Written

by an outstanding and well respected oncologist whose compassion for women with breast

cancer translates into a series of insightful and easy to read booklets. Calming explanations

with beautiful pictures invoke a sense of peace during a time that can be an anxiety-filled for

patients, care-givers, friends and family. A perfect gift for yourself or someone you love. Exactly

what women’s health needs. Bravo!”

L Luft, “Very helpful!. The metaphors used to explain different tumor types and treatment



options were very helpful. Also appreciated the background information on what causes cancer

and definitions of related terminology. I wish that all doctors explained things to patients like

this! The take home notes are a useful summary to refer back to and the questions to ask the

doctor listed provide a great framework to keep you on track at your next doctor's visit. Thanks

again for the help, Dr. Joe! Don't know what I would do without this series.”

The book by Dr. Joseph Hofmeister has a rating of 5 out of 5.0. 15 people have provided

feedback.
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